3io      '        THE SPLENDOUR OF T'ANG
him', says Dr. Wilhelm, 'history was no lifeless store of
knowledge, but a living mirror, the right use of which
would supply the basis for right government/
In spite of this verdict the learned critic says that the
appointment of historiographers in the early days vitalized
Chinese historical literature, and in the later days paralysed
it. For in the attempt to obtain objectivity by having the
history of a dynasty written in the time of its successors,
dullness ensued. History, like other art, must be 'infused
with the life-spirit' of the imaginative intellect, and not
reduced to the mere 'skeleton' of a chronicle of events.
IV
The art and architecture of China lived on in Korea and
Japan and with a study of these countries and of the Sung
era we can obtain a better understanding of its grandeur
and of the principles which guided the artist. Of the
character of Chinese drama, too, much can be gleaned by
a study of the No and of other Japanese plays; but there
is an unbroken dramatic tradition in China itself, and as it
was Huan-tsung who first patronized the 'Disciples of the
Pear Orchard* singers and dramatic dancers, whose present
chief Mei Lan-fang is well known in the West, we may
comment on this great art as a characteristic product of the
Tang Court.
As a small boy of four the poet Tu Fu saw a famous
dancer of the Tear Blossom Orchard1, and later wrote this
poem:
On all sides men are stirred at her dancing;
It is the dance of the Two-edged Sword':
Tier on tier they gaze breathless:
Her posturing would move Earth and Heaven:
Her scarf is loosened: it is the nine suns
Falling, as Prince Li lets loose his shaft.
She rises: it is like dragons soaring three abreast.
She comes: it is the first dap of a thunder-storm,
Rattling and making men shudder with fear.
She makes an end: it is dear light on seas and rivers of ice.

